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Exercise 1. Create a variable x = 0 and use it to evaluate: −10 + 5x− 0.05x2. Re-evaluate this
with: x = 50, (change the value assigned to x and re-run the expression using the arrow keys).

# At x=0 y is the intercept: -10.

x = 0

-10 + 5*x - 0.05*x^2

# At x=50 y is at its maximum.

x = 50

-10 + 5*x - 0.05*x^2

Exercise 2. Given a character vector x made like this:

x = c("one","two","three","four")

How could you insert "zero" at the start, and "five" at the end?

x = c("zero", x, "five")

Exercise 3. Evaluate: −10 + 5x− 0.05x2 at vector x = c(0,50).

x = c(0,50)

-10 + 5*x - 0.05*x^2

Exercise 4. Use function seq to generate a vector x that is regular sequence of length 100 in
the interval (30,90). Use it to evaluate: y = −10 + 5x − 0.05x2. To see what this looks like
run the command: plot(x,y).

x = seq(30,90, length=100)

y = -10 + 5*x - 0.05*x^2

plot(x,y)

Exercise 5. Make a character vector consisting of: 3 × "low", 5 × "med", and 2 × "high". (See
the times option in ?rep).

rep(c("low","med","high"), times=c(3,5,2)) # Repeat cells (unbalanced)

Exercise 6. Use function rnorm to draw a random sample x, N=1000, from a standard normal
distribution, (mean = 0, standard deviation = 1). Use functions mean and sd to calculate the
sample mean and standard deviation. To see what the sample distribution looks like run the
command: hist(x).

x = rnorm(1000)

mean(x)

sd(x)

hist(x)

Exercise 7. Use function sample to draw a random sample x, N=1000, of "female" and "male"

from a population containing twice as many female as male. (See the prob option in ?sample).
To count each category in your sample run the command: table(x).

x = sample(c("male","female"), size=1000, replace=TRUE, prob=c(1/3,2/3))

table(x)

Exercise 8. R provides vectors named letters and LETTERS containing the lower-case and
upper-case alphabet. Use function sample to draw a random sample N=1000 from LETTERS.
How many are the letter A? How many are vowels, (A,E,I,O,U)?

x = sample(LETTERS, size=1000, replace=TRUE)

sum(x == "A")

vowels = c("A","E","I","O","U")

sum(x %in% vowels)

Exercise 9. Use function diag to make a 4x4 “identity” matrix of 0’s with 1’s along the diagonal.
Also make a 4x4 diagonal matrix with numbers 1,2,3,4 along the diagonal.

diag(4)

diag(1:4)

Exercise 10. Make a vector that is a random sample of 0 and 1, N=100, representing a gender
variable coded: 0=female and 1=male. Use function factor to convert it to a factor x with
levels labelled female and male so that the “reference level” (the first level label) is male. Run
the command table(x) to count each category in your sample.

y = sample(0:1, size=100, replace=TRUE) # Vector

x = factor(y, levels=1:0, labels=c("male","female")) # Factor

table(x) # The reference level comes first

Exercise 11. Make a list containing a vector of three row names low,med,high and a vector of
four column names A,B,C,D. One use of a list is to supply row and column names to a matrix.
Make a 3x4 matrix like this: x = matrix(1:12, nrow=3, ncol=4), and use function dimnames

to give it your list of names.
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x = matrix(1:12, nrow=3, ncol=4)

dimnames(x) = list(c("low","med","high"), c("A","B","C","D"))

# With dimname names

dimnames(x) = list("Condition 1" = c("low","med","high"),

"Condition 2" = c("A","B","C","D"))

Exercise 12. Generate N=100 vector x as a regular sequence in the interval (30,90) and use it
to evaluate y = −10 + 5x − 0.05x2 + e where e is IID measurement error. Use function rnorm

to generate the N=100 vector of errors e drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and
standard deviation 15. Save the vectors x and y in a data frame named dat. To see what these
data look like run the command: plot(y∼x, dat).

x = seq(30,90, length=100)

y = -10 + 5*x - 0.05*x^2 + rnorm(100, sd=15)

dat = data.frame(x=x, y=y)

plot(y~x, dat)

Exercise 13. Add a new column named x2 to data frame dat derived as the square of column x.

dat$x2 = dat$x^2

Exercise 14. Use function factor to convert female, ses, and schtyp in the hsb2 data to factors
using the labels given in the data codebook. Save your factors back into the hsb2 data frame
with their original names.

hsb2$female = factor(hsb2$female, levels=0:1, labels=c("male","female"))

hsb2$ses = factor(hsb2$ses, levels=1:3, labels=c("low","medium","high"))

hsb2$schtyp = factor(hsb2$schtyp, levels=1:2, labels=c("public","private"))

Exercise 15. Given a vector x made like this:

x = rnorm(sample(1000, size=1))

What is the value in the last cell? How could you delete the last cell?

x[length(x)]

x = x[-length(x)]

Exercise 16. Given a vector x made like this:

x = sample(c(1:10,-999), size=100, replace=TRUE)

Suppose the codebook tells you -999 denotes a missing value. How could you recode all -999
as NA?

x[x == -999] = NA

Exercise 17. How could you extract the read scores for "male" in the hsb2 data? What is the
mean read score for "male"?

x = hsb2$read[hsb2$female == "male"]

mean(x)

Exercise 18. How many people in the low ses group are female?

# Count "low" AND "female"

# See function "table" for a higher-level way to do this.

sum(hsb2$ses=="low" & hsb2$female=="female")

Exercise 19. How could you make a vector x that is ses transformed into colour names: "red"

where ses is "low", "green" where it is "medium", and "blue" where it is "high"? To see
how you might use the vector of colour names x run the command: plot(science∼math,

data=hsb2, col=x)

x = c("red","green","blue")[hsb2$ses]

plot(science~math, data=hsb2, col=x)

Exercise 20. What is the mean read score for "male" in the hsb2 data?

with(hsb2, mean(read[female=="male"]))

Exercise 21. What is the average write score of people whose read score is above the sample
average?

with(hsb2, mean(write[read > mean(read)]))

with(subset(hsb2, read > mean(read)), mean(write)) # Alternative

Exercise 22. How could you exclude people (rows) from hsb2 whose read score is less than 2
standard deviations below the sample average? What is the "id" of the excluded people?
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i = with(hsb2, read < mean(read)-2*sd(read))

hsb2$id[i]

hsb2[!i,] # Get rows where the condition is NOT TRUE

Exercise 23. How could you divide the hsb2 data into two new data frames of equal size, one
containing a random sample of half the rows in hsb2, and the other containing the rest of the
rows.

n = nrow(hsb2)

i = sample(1:n, size=n/2)

hsb2[i,]

hsb2[-i,]

Exercise 24. Sort the rows of hsb2 by id.

hsb2[order(hsb2$id),]

Exercise 25. What proportion of the people in the low ses group are female? What proportion
of female have high ses?

x = table(hsb2$ses, hsb2$female)

prop.table(x, margin=1)[1,2] # Indexing to extract one proportion

prop.table(x, margin=2)[3,2]

Exercise 26. Use function addmargins to add “marginal sums” to a 2-way table of counts of the
3x2 subgroups of ses by female.

x = table(hsb2$ses, hsb2$female) # Or: with(hsb2, table(ses,female))

addmargins(x)

Exercise 27. Function describe in package psych provides a range of summary statistics. Load
the psych library and use describe to make a summary table of hsb2 columns 7:11. How could
you subset the table to show: mean, sd, skew, and kurtosis?

library(psych)

describe(hsb2[7:11])

describe(hsb2[7:11])[c(3,4,11,12)]

Exercise 28. Use function tapply to make a 2-way table of the mean read score in the 3x2
subgroups of ses by female. Use function addmargins to add “marginal means” to your table.

x = with(hsb2, tapply(read, list(ses,female), mean))

addmargins(x, FUN=mean, quiet=TRUE)

Exercise 29. Use function by to apply function describe to calculate summary statistics of the
5 samples of scores: read, write, math, science, and socst in the 3x2 subgroups of ses by
female.

with(hsb2, by(hsb2[7:11], list(ses,female), describe))

Exercise 30. Make a qqnorm plot of the science scores.

qqnorm(hsb2$science)

According to R, (see help(hist)), comparing data against a theoretical distribution should be
done with qqplot, or specifically with a normal distribution with qqnorm. But it can be done
using a histogram overlayed with the distribution function:

x = hsb2$science

hist(x, breaks=seq(0,100,10), freq=FALSE)

curve(dnorm(x, mean=mean(x), sd=sd(x)), add=TRUE)

Exercise 31. Make a boxplot to show the science scores for each gender.

boxplot(science ~ female, hsb2)

Exercise 32. Make a pairs plot of read, write, math, science, and socst in the hsb2 data.
Use function cor to calculate the correlation matrix for these variables.

pairs(hsb2[7:11])

cor(hsb2[7:11]) # All are strong positive correlations

Exercise 33. Plot a histogram of read in the hsb2 data. Give it a nice colour, (maybe “light-
blue”), and tidy up the labelling, (maybe main="" and xlab="Reading score").

hist(hsb2$read, col="lightblue", main="", xlab="Reading score")

Exercise 34. Calculate the median science and math scores in the 3 groups of ses. Plot the
group medians as text, (low, medium, high), on the plane spanned by science and math. First
plot science (y-axis) on math (x-axis) with option: type="n". Then use function text to add
the group medians to the plot.
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x = with(hsb2, tapply(math, ses, median))

y = with(hsb2, tapply(science, ses, median))

plot(science~math, hsb2, type="n")

text(x,y, labels=names(x))

Exercise 35. Scatter-plot science on math, but calibrate each axis with three tick marks: at
the sample mean and two standard deviations either side of it. First suppress the default axes
by passing options to plot: yaxt="n", xaxt="n", (see help(par)). Then use function axis to
draw the custom axes. Finally use function abline to add horizontal and vertical lines at the
sample means.

m = sapply(hsb2[c("math","science")], mean)

s = sapply(hsb2[c("math","science")], sd)

x = cbind(m, m-2*s, m+2*s) # Locations for the tick marks

plot(science~math, hsb2, yaxt="n", xaxt="n")

axis(side=1, at=x[1,], labels=round(x[1,]))

axis(side=2, at=x[2,], labels=round(x[2,]))

abline(v=m[1], h=m[2])

# Or use function expression to make nicer labels:

lab = c(expression(mu), expression(mu-2*sigma^2), expression(mu+2*sigma^2))

axis(side=1, at=x[1,], labels=lab)

axis(side=2, at=x[2,], labels=lab, las=1)

Exercise 36. Suppose you are a referee who tosses the same coin at the start of every match.
To test whether the coin is fair you carry out an experiment by tossing it 50 times. Suppose
you get 18 heads. Use binom.test to test whether the coin is fair.

# This is a binomial test of the probability of "success" in a

# "Bernoulli experiment", (trials with only two possible outcomes).

# If the coin is fair the probability of success in any one trial

# should be 0.5. So the null hypothesis is that the probability is

# equal to 0.5. This implies the alternative hypothesis is that

# the probability is not equal to 0.5. In other words a "two.sided"

# alternative. So the default for the alternative option is

# appropriate.

# The test result is not significant, (at the 95% level).

# So conclude there is insufficient evidence to reject the null

# that the coin is actually fair.

binom.test(18, 50, p=0.5)

Exercise 37. Carry out a t test that on average there is no difference between the write and
read scores in the hsb2 data.

# Each row of scores are observations of one individual.

# So this is a "paired" two-sample t test of the difference

# between means. (Or equivalently a one-sample t test of the

# mean of the difference scores). The null hypothesis is that

# the difference in means is equal to 0. This implies the

# alternative hypothesis is that the difference in means is

# not equal to 0. In other words a "two.sided" alternative.

# So the default for the alternative option is appropriate.

# The test result is non-significant. So conclude there is

# insufficient evidence to reject the null that there is

# on average no difference between the write and read scores.

t.test(hsb2$write, hsb2$read, paired=TRUE)

t.test(hsb2$write-hsb2$read) # Equivalent

Exercise 38. A researcher predicted that, on average, female students would score higher than
male students in the social studies test, (socst). Carry out a t test to see if the data support
this.

# This is an "un-paired" two-sample t test of the difference

# in group means, (female and male).

# A null hypothesis must contain equality, (==, or >=, or <=),

# and should not contain inequality, (!=, or >, or <).

# That is why the options for "alternative" must be one of:

# "two.sided", "greater", or "less", (see ?t.test).

# Here the null hypothesis should be: male >= female

# In other words a hypothesis of no effect stating that females

# do not score higher than males in social studies.

# This implies the alternative hypothesis: male < female.

# But is this specified by alternative="less" or "greater"?

# According to help(t.test):

# alternative="greater" is the alternative that x has larger mean than y.

# So:

# alternative="greater" specifies: mean(x) > mean(y)

# alternative="less" specifies: mean(x) < mean(y)

# where x refers to the first argument if you use: t.test(x,y),

# or the first level of a grouping factor x if you use: t.test(y~x).

# Here female is a grouping factor and "male" is the first level.

# So the option alternative="less" is appropriate to specify

# the alternative hypothesis: male < female.

# The test result is non-significant. So conclude there is

# insufficient evidence to reject the null that females do not

# score higher than males. In fact the sample means indicate

# that females do score higher than males, just not higher enough

# to believe it to be consistently true in at least 95% of samples.

t.test(socst~female, hsb2, alternative="less")
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Exercise 39.
Use cor.test to test the correlation between science and socst in the hsb2 data:
a. Using Pearson’s correlation, (the default).
b. Using Spearman’s rank correlation1, (method="spearman").

# The default null hypothesis is that the correlation is 0,

# because it implies the default "two.sided" alternative hypothesis

# that the correlation is not equal to 0.

# The result is significant (p<.001). Conclude there is sufficient

# evidence to reject the null at the 95% level, and take it that

# these scores are correlated.

cor.test(hsb2$science, hsb2$socst) # "a"

cor.test(hsb2$science, hsb2$socst, method="spearman") # "b"

# Spearman's correlation is Pearson's correlation applied to ranks:

cor.test(rank(hsb2$science), rank(hsb2$socst))

Exercise 40. In a previous exercise we made a data frame named dat containing variables x and
y generated from a quadratic model y = −10 + 5x− 0.05x2 + e like this:

x = seq(30,90, length=100)

y = -10 + 5*x - 0.05*x^2 + rnorm(100, sd=15)

dat = data.frame(x=x, y=y)

Derive a new variable in the data frame, (say cx), that is x centred on its sample mean. Use
function lm to fit a straight-line regression model of y (dependent variable) on cx (independent
variable) including the intercept. Scatter-plot the data y on cx. Use function coef to extract
the estimated coefficients and pass these to function abline to add the regression line to the
plot.

dat$cx = dat$x - mean(dat$x) # Derive variable

fit1 = lm(y ~ cx, dat) # Straight-line regression (intercept implied)

plot(y~cx, dat)

abline(coef(fit1))

Exercise 41. With the same data use function lm to fit a quadratic regression model of y on cx

and cx^2 including the intercept. Add the quadratic regression line to the scatter-plot. Function
abline can’t be used here because it adds straight lines only. Instead the method is to use the
fitted model to predict points along the curve and use function lines to plot a line through
them. Use function fitted to extract the “fitted values” along the curve. (This works because
the cx values are in order. If they were not you would either need to sort them before fitting,

1This method is recommended if the data are not bivariate normal. To test normality see the qqnorm
plot, shapiro.test, and further functions in package MVN.

or make an ordered cx and use function predict). Compare the coefficients of the straight-line
and quadratic fits.

# The non-random part of the model is:

# y = b0 + b1.x + b2.x^2

# Differentiating:

# dy/dx = b1 + 2.b2.x

# d2y/dx2 = 2.b2

# b0 is the intercept, the expected y where x=0 (at its centered value).

# b1 is the slope of the tangent where x=0. It varies with x.

# b2 is the curvature, which is constant.

# Centering gives meaning to the intercept and slope.

# If x is centered on 60, (its mean):

# 1. b0 is the expected y when x is 60.

# 2. b1 is the change in y per unit x when x is 60.

# 3. b2 is 1/2 the change in b1 per unit x.

# When x is 80 b1 would be: b1 + 2*b2*20, (more negative)

# when x is 50 b1 would be: b1 - 2*b2*10, (close to flat)

fit2 = lm(y ~ cx + I(cx^2), dat) # Quadratic regression (intercept implied)

lines(fitted(fit2) ~ cx, dat)

# Alternative using predict

cx = seq(-30,30, length=100)

y = predict(fit2, data.frame(cx))

lines(y~cx)

# Compare coefficients.

# The linear slope is the same because cx is mean-centred.

# The negative curvature indicates an increasingly negative slope.

coef(fit1)

coef(fit2)

Exercise 42. Compare the multiple R-squared of the straight-line fit and the quadratic fit of the
previous exercise.

# The straight-line model deviates from the data at either end.

# It violates homogeneity of variance. That would also be shown

# in the regression diagnostics plot of residuals vs fitted values.

fit1 = lm(y ~ x, dat)

fit2 = lm(y ~ x + I(x^2), dat)

summary(fit1)$r.squared # 36% of outcome variance explained

summary(fit2)$r.squared # 63%

Exercise 43. The regression diagnostic plots of the model (above) of science score predicted
by math and read scores suggest rows 21 and 34 might be outliers. How could you re-fit the
model excluding these two cases?
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fit = lm(science~math+read, hsb2[-c(21,34),])

Exercise 44. Probe the interaction between schtyp and csocst to clarify the school effect upon
science score. Plot the “treatment effect”, (here the effect of school type), over the range
of csocst scores. First use function predict to calculate model-predicted outcomes over the
sample range of csocst scores for schtyp="public" and then for schtyp="private". Then use
function lines to plot these data as two lines on a scatter-plot of science on csocst. Lastly
use function abline to add a vertical line at csocst=0 to highlight the average treatment effect.
How could you relate this graph to the coefficients of the ANCOVA model?

# Intercept = expected science score for public with average socst.

# schtypprivate = change in intercept from public to private.

# csocst = slope of science on socst for public.

# schtypprivate:csocst = change in slope from public to private.

#

# schtypprivate is the "average treatment effect" of school type.

# The school effect is positive. Private schools have higher science scores.

# The average effect is non-significant.

# The size and sign of the effect will change if you re-centre socst.

# It would become more positive and significant at lower socst scores.

x = min(hsb2$csocst) : max(hsb2$csocst) # Sample range of csocst

y0 = predict.lm(fit, data.frame(csocst=x, schtyp="public"))

y1 = predict.lm(fit, data.frame(csocst=x, schtyp="private"))

plot(science ~ csocst, hsb2)

abline(v=0, lty=2, col="grey")

lines(y0~x, lwd=2, col="blue")

lines(y1~x, lwd=2, col="red")

legend("bottomright", legend=c("public","private") , lwd=2, col=c("blue","red"))

# The intercept and school effect at mean socst

points(c(0,0), cumsum(coef(fit)[1:2]), pch=20)

lines(c(0,0), cumsum(coef(fit)[1:2]), pch=20)

Exercise 45. Use function tapply to make a cell means table of the mean science score in the
2x3 subgroups of female by ses. Use function interaction.plot to show the same information
graphically.

with(hsb2, tapply(science, list(female,ses), mean)) # Cell means table

with(hsb2, interaction.plot(ses, female, science))

Exercise 46. Treatment contrasts bring out comparisons against the reference level. The de-
fault reference level for 1-way ANOVA is the first level of the factor. One way to change the
comparisons is to change the reference level. Use function relevel to derive a new factor from

ses, say named ses2, with its levels re-ordered so that the third level ("high") is its first level.
Fit a 1-way ANOVA of science grouped by ses2 and use summary to test the comparisons.

hsb2$ses2 = relevel(hsb2$ses, "high")

fit = lm(science ~ ses2, hsb2)

summary(fit)

Exercise 47. Use function glm with argument family=binomial(link="logit") to fit a logistic
regression model of schtyp predicted by ses in the hsb2 data. Use function summary to test
the coefficients.

# The dependent variable is transformed into log odds units by the

# "logit" link function to form a linear regression model.

# The intercept is the log odds of "private" school, (representing

# "success"), for people in the reference group of ses, ("low").

# The coefficients "sesmedium" and "seshigh" are additive change to

# the log odds of "private" school for "medium" and "high" ses

# groups respectively.

fit = glm(schtyp~ses, hsb2, family=binomial(link="logit"))

summary(fit)

Exercise 48. Use coef to extract the model coefficients and pass them to function exp to anti-log
them for “odds ratios”. Do the same for the confidence intervals using function confint.

# The intercept (0.044) is the odds of "private" school for "low" ses.

# Coefficients "sesmedium" and "seshigh" are "odds multipliers",

# the multiplicative change to the odds of "private" school for "medium"

# and "high" ses groups respectively. Both are greater than 1

# indicating the odds of "private" school for these two groups are

# both greater than for the "low" ses group.

exp(coef(fit)) # In odds units

exp(confint(fit))

Exercise 49. The summary of phf data shows that the time-varying variables ("age" and "phf")
have increasing numbers of missing values as people drop out of the study. Use function
complete.cases to derive an index of people with complete records, and use it to subset the
data in order to restrict analysis to those who completed the study.

i = complete.cases(dat) # Get index

sum(i) # 2308 cases are complete

dat = dat[i,] # Subset the data

# Alternatively

dat = subset(dat, complete.cases(dat))
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